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MGNREGA � What is it?

(MG) National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (2005)

It's the most comprehensive livelihood security programme in the country �
Right to Work, Right to Life!

It has undergone several transformations from its inception in 2005.

A key facet is that there is transaction level data available in the public
domain � Laboratory for transparency and accountability.

This needs to be seen in the context of the RTI movement.
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NREGA: Key Provisions

Adults of every rural household willing to do unskilled (hate this
word!) manual labour are legally mandated to get 100 days of
employment in a year.

Note: It's 100 days of employment per year per household and not
per adult.

Should get work within 15 days of demanding for work � otherwise
entitled to an unemployment allowance.

The maximum wages that a person working in NREGA can earn in a
day is the NREGA wage rate. NREGA wages are lower than the
minimum wages in most states.

One should get wages within 15 days of completion of a muster �
otherwise entitled to a delay compensation

It's a lifeline for many in the margins of subsistence.
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Conceptual Clarity

The Act is demand-driven.

This implies if every household in a village demands for 100 days of
employment in a year, then the government is mandated to provide it.

Consequently, the annual budget should be treated more as a notional

construct. It can't be used as a cap.

For smooth functioning of the programme:

An early budget estimate provided by [Murgai and Ravallion(2005)]:
1.7% of the GDP.

NAC put the number at 1.3% of the GDP.
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Budgets Over the Years

Based on Revised Estimates (Data Courtesy: Avani Kapur, CPR)

Highest allocation as a percentage of GDP was in 2010-11! (∼ 0.58%)

We used CPI-RL for this calculation. Using CPI-AL gives very similar
results.
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Labour Budget

By December of each year: Participatory planning is done in Gram Sabhas
to arrive at anticipated labour demand (in persondays) for each panchayat.

This is aggregated for all the blocks, then districts, and then for the whole
state � Budget allocation should at least be corresponding to this labour
demand.
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Rationing of Funds

Field and online reports indicate that the Management Information System
(MIS) has been used as a means to ration the funds �ow in three ways:

Approved Labour Budget

Mother Sanction

Restriction on generation of muster rolls
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Agreed/Approved Labour Budget
National Electronic Funds Management System (Ne-FMS) guidelines
(2016-17) states that:

Implications?

Work demand of workers was not getting registered at all.
MIS is potentially being used as a way to curb work demand due to
rationing of funds.
Thanks to the just concluded PIL, the Centre was forced to rescind
these guidelines.
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Financial Implications: Approved LB

Actual funds released are much lower than the requested amount!

Method of Calculation:

Multiply the projected labour budget and the approved labour budget by
�Average Cost Per Day Per Person� to get the funds required. (Data
source: http://www.nrega.nic.in/)
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Telangana Example: 2017
1 LB slashed from 18 crore PD to 12 crore PD.

On 11th July, 2017, the
Government of Telangana (GoT) exhausted its approved LB and
requested for more funds.

2 12th July 2017: the GoT submitted another letter stating: �Person
days is as per actual demand. Further it is requested to revise the
approved person days to atleast 18 crore persondays i.e. projected
labour budget during the year for providing wage employment.�

3 28th July, 2017: the Secretary Rural Development noted on �le, �Govt.
of Telengana should be requested to present their case for going
beyond the labour budget/upward revision of Labour Budget, based
on rainfall data, crop sowing etc.�

4 7th, September, 2017: Meeting held to revise LB. �The meeting to
consider the proposal of increasing the labour budget of Telengana for
current FY 2017-18 was held. GoT made a presentation seeking
increase from 8 cr PD to 14 cr PD. After detailed discussion and
deliberation it was decided to increase the LB from 8 cr PD to 12 cr
PD for the current FY.�
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Rationing: Informal Ways
The articles [Sethi(2016a)] and [Sethi(2016b)] demonstrated how an
�o�-record� WhatsApp group (called ENCORE) chat was used to tell states
not to generate more work.

On the WhatsApp group, the government told states the idea that
MGNREGA was demand-driven �did not cut much ice anymore�.

Here is an example message sent from the MoRD on the WhatsApp group.

August 14, 2016 : MoRD Message on ENCORE WhatsApp Group

�We ought to desist from campaigns for enlisting demand and indulging in
the mad race of more and more personday generation (generating of
wages). While the Act does not distinguish between APL and BPL (those
above and below poverty line) and vulnerable/non-vulnerable, wehave to
�intelligently� communicate to the district/block/GP authorities to learn to
target.�
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Response to an RTI Query on WhatsApp

Several states kept asking for more funds on that WhatsApp group.

When an RTI was �led to get hold of the transcripts of communication,
this is what was received.
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What have we seen so far?
The annual NREGA budget has been terribly low leading to high annual
pending liabilities. (∼ Rs 11,000 crores from 16-17)

Second truncation: Projected Labour Budget being further slashed using
the �Approved/Agreed to LB�.

The claim that �Approved LB� is not a cap on funds might be true.
However, as the Telangana example illustrates, it implies new layers of
paperwork and valuable time lost for labourers when they most need work.

The MIS served as a tool to curtail work demand. MIS becomes a pey

instead of bhutham.

The WhatsApp messages don't seem to be within the ambit of RTI.

These are violations of various sections of the Act
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A Pause

Before we proceed to the next section, here's something that I felt was
appropriate for the RTI response regarding the WhatsApp group:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fmed9rJGJmo

Second Part: Woe of Wage Payment Delays
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NREGA Wage Payment Delays

1 There are delays in registering work demand.

2 There are delays in generating electronic payorders called the Funds
Transfer Order (FTO).

3 Then there are delays in funds disbursal by the Centre � Lack of
availability of funds

4 This leads to disenchantment among the labourers for the programme.
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Objective of our Exercise

1 Assess the scale of payment delays caused by states and the Centre
respectively.

2 Assess the scale of undercalculation of delay compensation.

Methodology

1 Randomly sampled 10 panchayats per district across 10 states.

2 We've designed mechanisms to create �eld friendly reports based on
various reports on the NREGA website. We used these reports for the
analysis. This is a complicated process.

3 Analysed all the transactions for these panchayats for FY 2016-17 and
Q1, Q2 of FY 2017-18 to estimate wage delays and undercalculation
of delay compensation
[Narayanan et al.(2017a)Narayanan, Dhorajiwala, and Golani,
Narayanan et al.(2017b)Narayanan, Dhorajiwala, and Golani].
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NREGA Wage Payment Process

Ne-FMS: National electronic Funds Management System
[Government of India, Ministry of Rural Development(2016)]

Figure: Ne-FMS Wage Process Flow
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States/Centre Responsibility

State Government's Responsibility

1 Generating the muster roll, �lling out the muster roll and entering the
work details in the block o�ce computer.

2 Generating the FTO at the block � electronic payorder.

3 The FTO is then sent to the Central NREGA server.

Centre's Responsibility

1 Release the funds in a timely manner corresponding to the FTO.

2 Transfer wages to the bank/postal accounts of the bene�ciaries.
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Delay Compensation

According to Section 3 of the MGNREGA, the wages for a muster have to
be paid within 15 days of completion of a muster, failing which the workers
should get a compensation for each day's delay.

Key Concerns:

1 Flawed method of calculation of the delay compensation amount.

2 False claims made by the Centre on the percentage of payments made
on time.

3 Lack of clarity in accountability of central and state governments.

4 Arbitrary powers by the block o�cer to reject the delay compensation.
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Flawed Method of Delay Compensation

As per the existing guidelines, delay compensation is

Calculated at a rate of 0.05% of the unpaid wages per day for the duration
of the delay beyond the sixteenth day of the closure of the muster roll.

Compensation Amount = Number of days of delay × Total Wage ×(0.05/100)

But, delays are being calculated only till the FTO is sent to the Centre.

Delays in processing the FTO and transferring the wages to the workers'
accounts is not being counted at all!

In other words, the Centre has abdicated the responsibility for delays
beyond the FTO generation.
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Flawed Method of Delay Compensation

Case 1: Partial Delays Captured (States and Centre have both caused
delays)

Figure: Wage Process
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Example

Suppose the wages of a worker for one muster is Rs 1002

Suppose the muster was closed on 5th July, 2016

Therefore, the deadline before compensation starts getting calculated
would be 20th July, 2016.

The FTO was made on 10th September 2016; 52 days after the deadline to
make payments.

Thus, according to the current method, there is a delay of 52 days. And
the delay compensation thus due is

52(delay days) × 1002 (total wage) x (0.05/100) = Rs.26.
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Example Continued

However, the the date on which the wages were credited in the worker's
account was 20th October, 2016.

This amounts to an additional delay of 40 days; the number of days
between the FTO release to the date on which the wages get credited to
the worker's account.

Thus the true delay from the perspective of the labourer is 52+ 40 = 92
days

This additional delay is completely unaccounted.

92(delay days) × 1002 (total wage) x (0.05/100) = Rs.46.
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No Delays Captured

Case 2: No Delays Captured (Delays Caused Only by the Centre)

Figure: No Delays Captured
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Panchayats Sampled

States Number of Panchayats Sampled

Bihar * 421

Karnataka * 337

Uttar Pradesh * 526

Kerala * 166

Rajasthan * 369

Odisha * 306

Jharkhand 244

Chhattisgarh 251

Madhya Pradesh 569

West Bengal 257

Total 3446

Table: Sampled States and Number of Panchayats Sampled.

(*) in Table 1 indicate that they have been in the Ne-FMS system from the
beginning of FY 2016-17 71 / 104



Main Findings

We analysed more than 9 million transactions/records for FY 2016-17
and more than 4.5 million transactions for Q1,Q2 of FY 2017-18

Cases/Scenarios FY 2016-17 FY 2017-18

Percentage of transactions
when workers got wages within
15 days

21% 32%

Percentage of transactions for
which only partial delays are
captured (Case 1)

47% 23%

Percentage of transactions for
which no delays are captured
(Case 2)

32% 45%

Table: Broad Statistics for the Analysed Transactions
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Case 1: FY 2016− 17
States and Centre both causing delays: FTO Generation exceeds 15
days

Figure: Partial Delays Captured: FY 2016− 17
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Case 2: No Delays Captured

When states have done their job on time but the Centre is delaying funds
release

Figure: No Delays Captured: FY 16-17
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Case 2: No Delays Captured
When states have done their job on time but the Centre is delaying funds
release (Q1, Q2 2017− 18)

Figure: No Delays Captured: FY 17-18

Delays become much worse in the last two quarters each year.
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Delay Compensation
The following �gures, from our sample, show the extent of delay
compensation that is not even getting captured in the MIS due to the
�awed de�nition of �delay�.

For FY 16-17, the amount of delay compensation reported for the
whole country was Rs 519 crores.
The true total delay compensation should be around Rs 1208 crores.
Of the reported amount, only about 4% has been paid.
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Delay Compensation

Arbitrary powers to not pay even the grossly under-accounted delay
compensation.

The delay compensation report is automatically generated.

The Programme O�cer (PO) at the block veri�es the transactions
eligible for delay. The PO has arbitrary powers to not pay the delay
compensation.

The o�cial reasons in the MIS to not pay the delay compensation are:

1 Insu�cient Funds

2 Compensation not due

3 Natural Calamity

4 Other
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Ministry of Finance Memorandum
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Ministry of Finance Memorandum

In the timeline of deceit, this is the �rst time that the Centre has
acnowledged delays on its part.

It's clear that lack of adequate funds has led to the subversion of the
Act in letter and spirit.
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Other Concerns

Rejected Payments

In our sample, solely for technical reasons such as incorrect Aadhaar
seeding, inactive Jan Dhan Accounts, wages to the tune of Rs 17.7
crores have been rejected. The workers are unaware why their
payments get rejected.

These payments are not available to the labourers till a new FTO is
generated for such failed transactions and the entire process of the
funds �ow process is repeated.

Last Mile Di�culty

Even after the wages are credited, it takes much longer for the workers
to access their wages due to weak banking and disbursement
architecture.

These delays are not captured anywhere in the system.
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Minimum Wages & Triple Blow

Delinking of NREGA wages from the Minimum Wages Act (1948) have
contributed to the stagnation of NREGA wages [Aggarwal(2017)]. This is
another Pandora's box.

Thus what we have is a triple blow:

The budget allocation is abysmally low.

Even this low allocation is undergoing further truncation.

Massive delays in payments and low wage rates are disincentivising
workers to work in NREGA.

NREGA is a great example why we need to go beyond following the
budget. We have to get into processes of funds releases, its conditionalities
and vulnerabilities.
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Recommendations & Conclusions

1 The method to calculate delays needs to be revised to account for the
full extent of delay � from the time of muster closure till the wages are
credited to the workers' account.

2 Accountability: There should be clear rules that hold the entire
government machinery accountable for delays; the state government,
the central government and the banks.

3 Transparency: Data on rejection for compensation should be made
public. It is important for the authority rejecting the compensation to
provide justi�ed reasons and evidence for the same.

4 For many workers, the NREGA MIS indicates that their payments have
been credited but upon updating their passbook, one notices that no
payments have been made.

5 Overcentralisation of the architecture has meant that accountability
structures have been diluted.
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